
                                                      

 

INTRA MARE is pleased to announce the representation of Green Oil Standard ApS.   

GreenOil is a Danish maker of innovative off-line oil filters for hydraulic, lubricating and engine oils.  

The patented products combine the traditional off-line filtration principle with a unique ability to separate 

water from the oil without any use of consumables. The filter systems offers you longer intervals between 

oil changes and low maintenance and operating costs by securing the best purities and removal of all 

stages of water within the oil. 

The filter units are developed for Maritime use with materials for all weather conditions. The product 

range offer a wide range of solutions for cleaning of oil used in hydraulic systems, gearboxes, 

transmissions and engines onboard ships.  

 

 

Water Separation 

GreenOil unique, maintenance free water separator dries out all phases of water ensuring maximum 

performance and improved life time for both oil and machinery. The principle operates with heated dry air 

in a continuous process which avoids stressing of the oil. The separator continuously removes free, 

emulsified and bound water without any use of consumables. 

 



Particle Filtration 

Deep filtration of the oil is carried out down to 3 microns absolute. Dirt holding capacity is very large in the 

filter canister. Filter changes are carried out in a few seconds without any waste of valuable oil or time. 

Below is a relevant diagram and NOL from MAN. Among others, GreenOil references include MAERSK.   

 

Easy Installation 

The unit can easily be installed on new equipment or as a retrofit on already operating system without 

interference with the basic operation. Just connect suction, pressure line and electrical power and you are 

in operation.  

Benefits 

• Filter replacement in 30 seconds without oil waste 

• Low power consumption  

• High dirt holding capacity  

• Easy installation 

We look forward to receiving your inquiries for Off-line Oil Filters, as per our maker GreenOil. 

Best regards, 

INTRA MARE 
 
E-mail: sales@intramare.gr 
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